
                                        DAREN CILAU 9/3/07

This was to be my first trip to Daren and as I had only been caving for just less than 
nine months was to be my most serious challenge to date. The trip had come about 
after Simon Moth and I had joined in on a MRO exercise at Black down, where we 
had a conversation with Mark Lumley who gave the invitation.
Friday morning soon arrived and we set off, after a pleasant drive we arrived at White 
Walls (Chelsea SS) headquarters where Henry Bennet lent me  a larger tackle sack 
and 2 Daren Drums, just enough to fit a change of clothes some bacon, pitta bread and 
similar smallish items. We all changed into are Caving gear and headed up the hillside 
to the Daren entrance.

The entrance was smaller than I had imagined, Mark pointed out in freezing winter 
conditions they often have to break the ice to get out. The entrance series is a maze of 
crawls, squeezes brief tight walks and small canals filled with about 6-8 inches of 
water, after about an hour of physiological torture we emerged at the start of Jigsaw 
passage, the passage was a pleasant large walking passage filled with puddles 
containing knee deep pot holes. We arrived at Big Chamber Nowhere Near the 
Entrance which was awesome but nothing compared to what was to follow.

We arrived at the foot of the ladder pitch where a 20m awkward climb on a rigid 
interlinked ladder lay ahead, I could just about make out the team life lining me 
above. We left the ladder pitch and headed across a traverse with an 80 ft drop below 
to some awkward crawling for ten minutes made harder towing a tackle sack. Are 
next encounter was to be  two 10m rope climbs back down into White Passage  and 
onto the Time Machine. 

The Time Machine is breathtaking it feels like you are standing in the middle of a 
enormous football Stadium where cats eyes light the way ahead to Western Flyover 
and then onwards to the Bonzai stream way named after a small  formation in the 
shape of a Bonzai tree. Are next stop was to fill up our water containers with beautiful 
fresh mountain water and head downstream to the Hard Rock Café my new home for 
the next couple of days.

We arrived at the Hard Rock Cafe, our base camp two and a half miles in and 700 feet 
deep which on all accounts had been trashed by persons unknown at this time, broken 
mantels mouldy frying pans etc... Hence a clean up operation and set up camp. The 
camp is very well equipped with plenty of dried food stored in Daren drums and by 
the time all of us had arrived enough food for a banquet. Mark set up the kitchen on a 
waist high long rock which looked more like the setting for a Gordon Ramsay 
cooking show. Charles Bailey then cooked dinner (Chilly).
After dinner we sipped Cocktails and discussed the next days digging plan surrounded 
by ambient music. We then headed off to bed. Sleeping in a cave is a strange 
experience your mind plays funny tricks on you. Needing the toilet in the night is quit 
a task getting there in one piece.

After a delicious cooked Breakfast (Bacon, Sausage, Potato Cakes and pitta bread the 
team made pitta bread sandwiches and headed up to the dig around twenty minutes 
from camp at Eastern Flyover. The dig is at the head of a double ladder pitch. We dug 



for around 3 hours but it was becoming apparent the end of the dig was getting very 
unstable and hanging death made progress impossible. A meeting was held over lunch 
and the best way forward was to shore up the boulders or use minor explosives.

After lunch we headed off to another dig Charles had found, the dig was very 
different in nature it was a phreatic tube filled with fine sand positioned conveniently 
at the head of a 20m traverse so the removal of sand was very easy. The tube direction 
was horizontal for 2m and then 45 degrees there onward the trick was not to get 
caught in the landslide of removed sand, five of us set up a chain system.

After digging we had a tour around Eastern Flyover where Charles found a possible 
connection with a different part of the cave. We arrived at the head of a vertical pitch 
which looked pretty intimidating so I decided to abseil down using an Italian hitch 
(thanks Simon).

We headed back to camp for a brief tea stop and then three of us headed to 12 
O’Clock High a two hour trip in the direction of Restaurant At The End Of The 
Universe, the trip consisted of tight sandy crawls and narrow twisty passage ways 
extremely tight in places. On are arrival we saw the stunning  Bushlowres in a place 
called Hard Rock - where the Sun Don’t Shine a small low chamber full of tiny tree 
like formations. We gazed in wonder and headed back to camp, a change of clothes 
Marks famous Chicken dish and then a midnight stroll down to the sumps at Kings 
Rd. The sumps looked more like huge underground rivers. We headed back for a 
couple of drinks and then to bed in Hard Rock sleeping quarters.

Sunday morning came which was to be the beginning of our journey home, I awoke 
first and set up morning camp lighting the candles making tea and attempting to light 
a tiley which caught fire. I rushed to wake Dave who quickly sorted things out, a 
cooked breakfast followed and then we packed the camp away and kitted up to return 
to Whitewalls. The journey out took about four and a half hours and could easily be 
compared to Jules Vern’s “ Journey To The Centre Of The Earth”. The trip is well 
worth the effort. Back at Whitewalls we all had a hot shower and headed home.


